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the Mr. 
Garage creations are becoming regu· 
lars in Mopar Collector's Guide. Why? 
Because no matter where we went on 
the later part of 2009, these guys were 
debuting one extremely cool old Mopar 
after another, and each one stood apart 
from the crowd big time. We recently 
featured the '71 Demon retro factory 
Super Stocker that these guys built 
using original plans from Dodg_e 
penned back in '71. That car was buolt 
to show the Mopar world what would've 
been the factory's last over-the-counter 
drag racers, had the factory not yanked 
the plug on that program before the first 
car was built. That macl11ne was, fit· 

tingly, built at the new Mr. Norm's 
Garage shop in Chicago, but while all 
that was going on, something else was 
cooking down in Florida. . 

Back when Mike Stavesk1 
opened the doors of his resto/rod build· 
ing shop in Hudson, Florida, he never 
envisioned it would become an all-out 
factory tor state-of-the-art customs._ As 
time marched on, his Time Machines 
shop ceased working on Brand X 
machines and focused in on old 
Mopars. This led to a great working 

for customers coast-to-coast. With that 
nistory aside, as the '71 Super Stock 

_ Demon was being built in Chicago, Bill 
relationship between Staveski and col· Sefton decided he wanted an ultimate 
tector Bill Sefton. After doing a numbe 71 Demon street car to use as daily 
of Sefton's old Mopars. Seftot' aansportation over in sunny Phoenix, 
launched his dream of bringing the Mi l.rizona. Bill has a sizeable collection 
Norm's moniker back to life, and Ttm ii old Mopars that's heavily loaded with 
Machines became Mr. Norm's Garage· ixtremely rare stock A•bodies, but daily 
the officially authorized reincarnatoon lliving a stock '71 Mr. Norm's GSS 
the famed performance empire built~ Demon, or something else of that 
Norm Kraus back in the 1960's. In th iature, just isn't very practical. So, 
last couple of years, the boys ha lhke and Bill located yet another '71 
released a series of limited edition mus iemon shell, had it trucked down to 
cte Mopars and they've built an impre. 'lorida, and in the spring of 2009, the 
sive number of modernized old Mopa :ue Dodge was tom limb-from-limb and 

stripped 
to the bare metal, on 

its way to becoming an 
Incredible modern pro 

touring machine. 
As Demons have never exactly 

een common, finding a decent rust• 
free body has become just about 
impossible. The starting point for this 
project was a relatively clean old 318 
car, but even still, the quarter panels 
had to be replaced with repro AMO 
steel, as did the entire trunk floor pan. 
that's fairly boilerplate basic stuff, but 
as you can see, very little about this lit• 
tie gray devil is basic. Staveski enlisted 
the help of long1ime ally and friend Ben 
Hermance, who came up with the con• 
cept artwork for the project. Ben envi
sioned meshing the E•body Challenger 
with the old Demon, and by doing so, 
create something with the flavor of two 
entirely different Dodge muscle cars. 
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Ben's renderings laid out everything 
from the chin spoilers to the hood to the 

gray/black/red paint scheme and 
recessed monster tires. Sefton 
loved the drawings and knew the 
guys at Mr. Norm's Garage could 
make the two-dimensional drawing 
into three-dimensional reality, so that 
left everything up to Staveski's crew 

to figure out once again how to do 
everything from scratch. 

Working from the bottom up, 
as they say, what's under the skin is 
often what matters most. The stock 
suspension was completely ditched in 
favor of a Mr. Norm's Garage tubular 
front end, with adjustable AFCO coil 
over shocks residing on all lour cor
ners. There's a modern rack steering 
system attached to a billet aluminum 
ldidil steering column. The remaining 
stock frame rails are tied rigidly togeth· 
er to make the Demon a brick, and the 
rear suspension now consists of a cus• 
tom-made four-link system holding a 
Dana 60. The Dana is stuffed with 3. 73 
gears. That might seem like stiff gear
ing for something intended to be a daily 
driver, but not to worry, the guys opted 
for a Tremec five-speed manual tranny 
from Classic Five Speed, so they've got 
an extra gear for highway cruising. 

To power Bill's personal ride, 
they studied on several power plant 
options, but they kept coming back to 
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the tried-and-true new age 6.1 Hemi. 
They've had excellent luck doing crazy 
things with the new Hemi, so once the 
decision was made to go with the 6.1, 
the only question that remained was 
how to set it apart from all the others 
they'd done before, yet keep it 
dependable enough for regular use? 
The Mr. Norm's Garage crew once 
more rang up Bob Ream over at 
Imagine Fuel Injection to see if he had 
anything left in his bag of tricks. And, 
of course, he did. What they came up 
with is this (for now) one-of-a-kind cus
tom intake manifold which sports three 
electronic fuel injection throttle bodies 
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rigged up to took like an old-school lac• 
tory Six Pack carburetor setup. We 
said this is a unique "for now" intake 
setup because since this one has been 
built, the Mr. Norm's Garage guys can 
order up more of them and they are 
available for installation or use on any 
customer car down the line. Topping 
the throttle bodies is a vintage Mr. 
Norm's GSS Demon Six Pack air 
cleaner. Complimenting this nod to the 
technology of yesteryear, they also 
used lmagine's retro finned valve cov
ers, which neatly do away with the 
funky looking coil packs and the ugly 
hardware we tend to associate with the 

mtage Auto Air ale system and the 
late-of-the-art Sony stereo/CD player. 

Speakers are tucked in all over the 
place, with a pair of major woofers 

modern Hemi. There are a few more mounted in the trunk to bring in some 
tweaks here and there, all of which IJ.eavy bass when needed. The Demon 
resulted in a mill that produces 550 uses a key-coded push button ignition 
horsepower and churns out 530 ft tbs syStem that is not only cool, but it also 
of torquel And, it runs on cheapo makes for a great anti-theft system • if 
pump gas and idles as smooth as a you don't have the computer coded key 
stock SRT Charger. fob, the car won't start, and the comput-

Creature comforts abound, er keeps the motor from running no 
once again, because this was destined matter what you do. All of which brings 
to be a daily driver right off the bat. us to the scratch-built console that 
The cockpit is far from standard fare houses a new Challenger SRT-8 shifter. 
for a '71 Demon. Those comfy form-fit• Obviously, a big focal point on 
ting leather seats are actually new lhe Demon is the Challenger R/T-style 
Corvette ZR1 buckets, with a custom llood., That thing's all steel, and Mr. 
stitched leather back seat made to Norms Garage built it using a repro
match the rich gray leather up front. duction 1970 Challenger hood from 
There are power windows all around, AMO and a flat original Demon hood. 
and even the rear vent windows push They cut the raised Challenger section 
out electrically, thanks to modified cut 01 the new hood, welded it to the 
Dodge minivan window motors, which stock Demon piece, and as you can 
perform a similar function on late- see, the end result is something quite 
model vans. When's the last time you ~.r~nsing that looks downright factory 
saw electric pop-out quarter windows? Jng,nal. The chin spoilers draw inspira• 
Honestly, these are the first ones llln °11 the pieces used on T/A 
we've ever seen on an old Mopar. The Challengers and AAA 'Cudas. In order 
instrument panel is from Redline ~-get the dimensions right and stay 
Gauge Works and was originally built arthful to Ben Hermance's artwork 

lhese s ·1 • ' for Staveski's "Bullseye" Dart pro1ect po, ers were fabricated from 
years ago. This highly modified 196& ::t?h, in steel no less. The wheels 
style instrument panel ended up not . tires also grab a lot of attention, and 
getting used, but Bill liked it, so they ~; good '.eason. These are the unique 
morphed the dash big time to fit the 11bc~orm s Garage Muscle Car wheels, 
'68-style panel into a 1971 ·Style hole. 1he 2s on the back_ a_nd 19x8s up front. 
On the passenger's side, the dash 'ac·. Demon has min, tubs out back to 
looks like a '71 piece, but over on the llsimate the huge, 335130/30 Pirelli radi
driver's side, it's 1968 all the way. A . • When combined with the suspen• 
polished billet Grant steering wheel ~· th,s meaty ~ubber makes this one 
resides before the gauges, and tasteftl 

th
e beSt handling Demons ever built. 

switches on the dash control the ae Wrapping •t all up nicely are 
n's rich-looking colors and graphics. 
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m weatherstripping and 
rubber products for your car. 
Learn the details at: 
metrommp.com 
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The paint was done in-house at Mr. 
Norm's Garage, and that heavy metallic 
gray is actually a new Vette color -
Cyber Gray. The rather charcoal gray 
metallic paint is complimented with 
gloss black stripes along the sides and 
atop the hood, and the stripes are set 
apart from everything else with brilliant 
red trim stripes. And atop all the paint, 
there's a liberal dose of clear, so the lit
tle A·body looks perpetually wet. A bit 
of devilish airbrushed artwork across 
the car's tail panel carries the original 
Demon caricature to a bit of an 
extreme, but then again, this is a rather 
extreme little Demon no matter how 
you look at it. 

Alter nine months of banging 
steel and turning wrenches, the gray 
Demon was delivered to Bill Sefton 
back in the waning days of 2009, just in 
time for winter driving in Phoenix. We 
caught up with the car at the St. Louis 
Monster Mopar Weekend, and we were 
a bit surprised that neither Sefton nor 
Mr. Norm's Garage has any plans of 
using this one as a show poodle or 
exhibition car. It may turn up at a few 
shows, but you'll be much more likely to 
catch this thing on one of the Mopar
related cruise events, like MCG's Rock 
Stars & Muscle Cars Tour, or the 
Mopowered Tour. Bill's been rolling up 

the miles on the odometer for the last 
four months, and we're pleased to say 
the A-body's exceeding everybody's 
expectations. It's dependable, it's fast, 
it's comfortable, it handles fantastic, 
and it looks like a million bucks. II 
doesn't get fantastic gas mileage, but 
hey, you can't have everything. Best of 
all, just as with most Mr. Norm's Garage 
cars, they're open to building more of 
these if customers want them, and 
they're considering construction of a 
limited number of these cars. If these 
guys have anything to say about it, the 
era of Mr. Norm's muscle cars is never 
gonna' come to an end! + 
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